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REMOTE CONTROL DOVE FEEDING FRENZY!
Bainbridge, Georgia – February 15, 2015 – Launched in 2013, the Dove Feeding Frenzy was the first
dove decoying device to feature life-like hand painted dove, complete with photographic wings on a
rotating pedestal. “Dove hunters love the jumping, bumping action of the Dove Feeding Frenzy.”
Stated Hunter’s Edge President Jamie Bulger. “However, they wanted more control of their unit and
asked if we would build one, which could be remotely activated. We are happy to say, that for 2015,
dove hunters will now be about to operate their Dove Feeding Frenzy’s from over 100-yards away,
with the addition of a new Remote Control.” Bulger further stated.
“The Photographic Wings attached to the back of the dove decoy is the backbone of the Dove
Feeding Frenzy. Without the wing movement, the dove looks like a ball of gray moving around in a
circle on the ground. When you attach the photographic wings, you transform that ball of gray into a
life-like dove that’s jumping around in a feeding frenzy, hence the name of the product.” Explained
Bulger.
“The innovative Dove Feeding Frenzy is the brain child of Waymond Boyer of Sandersville Georgia
Stated Bulger.” Waymond, who is the father-in-law of Country Music Singer Luke Bryan was
introduced to me by Luke’s father and long time friend, Tommy Bryan.” Said Bulger. When
Waymond and Tommy walked into my office and pulled out this crude battery powered dove decoying
unit, I knew Waymond had something special. But it wasn’t the unit that caught my attention, it was
the dove decoy with plastic wings.” Bulger Explained. “Waymond had glued a thin layer of gray fabric
onto the top of a piece of plastic cut in the shape of a dove’s wing, and attached it to the back of a
dove decoy. Further explaining his invention, Waymond attached the winged dove to the arm on the
crude turntable unit and turned it on. That dang dove began to jump up and down in a circular
motion, flapping its wings just like the real thing!” Bulger Further Stated. “As crude as the first unit
was, I knew Waymond had stumbled upon the makings of a new product for the dove hunting
industry. Now, it was my job to take his idea and turn it into a marketable unit for dove hunters to
enjoy, therefore the development of the Dove Feeding Frenzy.” Said Bulger.
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